Tips for Hybrid Platform Presentations

Description
You might be asking "what is a hybrid presentation?"
Many conferences have returned to being in-person; however some also offer a virtual option for attendees
Presenters must include both audiences

Presentation Setup
Identify key elements in the room, such as:
Your camera location for virtual viewers
Microphone setup to ensure you are audible to all audiences

Active Learning
Select active learning tactics that will engage both audiences

- **Consider:** Games accessed by attendees via the web (ex: Kahoot!, Poll Everywhere, Word cloud creators)

- **Avoid:** Polling questions limited to virtual attendees, think-pair-share of in-person attendees only

Audience Questions
Ensure both audiences know the questions asked:
Repeat question if it was asked by in-person attendee without a microphone
Read question out loud that was placed in chat box by virtual attendee

Additional Considerations
Practice with hybrid environment in mind
Prepare for issues (e.g., technology disruptions)
Continue to learn from the experience
Have fun!
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